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Figure 1: Auto-generating multimedia language learning material with object detection, machine translation, image retrieval, and speech synthesis

ABSTRACT
The unique affordances of mobile devices enable the design of novel language learning experiences with auto-generated learning materials. Thus, they can support independent learning without increasing the burden on teachers. In this paper, we investigate the potential and the design requirements of such learning experiences for children. We implement a novel mobile app that auto-generates context-based multimedia material for learning English. It automatically labels photos children take with the app and uses them as a trigger for generating content using machine translation, image retrieval, and text-to-speech. An exploratory study with 25 children showed that children were ready to engage to an equal extent with this app and a non-personal version using random instead of personal photos. Overall, the children appreciated the independence gained compared to learning at school but missed the teachers' support. From a technological perspective, we found that auto-generation works in many cases. However, handling erroneous input, such as blurry images and spelling mistakes, is crucial for children as a target group. We conclude with design recommendations for future projects, including scaffolds for the photo-taking process and information redundancy for identifying inaccurate auto-generation results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to a 2020 study, more than 53% of 7-year-old children in the UK own a mobile phone [3]. Besides recreational and social usage, this also opens up promising new opportunities for educational purposes. In particular, combining smartphone capabilities such as cameras, microphones, and gyroscopes with internet services such as machine translation makes it possible to re-think the design of learning experiences. Learning material can now be auto-generated, contextualised, and personalised. For example, mobile devices have already been used for learning grammar in the learners’ environment with automated exercise generation [7] and location-based vocabulary learning [13]. However, research on the user experience and design implications of automated generation of learning materials with smartphones and AI systems has rarely focused on children as users. Moreover, it is unclear whether auto-generated material should be personalised for each user or if shared material is equally suitable.

This is the perspective we provide in the present work. Specifically, we design and evaluate a mobile app for young children learning English. The non-personalised version of the app applies off-the-shelf algorithms—image retrieval, machine translation, and speech synthesis—to auto-generate multimedia learning material. Specifically, it creates learning objects comprising an English noun, an image tagged with this noun, its German translation, its pronunciation, and associated verbs. In the personalised version of the app, it additionally integrates computer vision: labels for photos that learners take with the app serve as a trigger for the generation of the multimedia learning materials (cf. Figure 1). We evaluated the technical feasibility and learning experience in an exploratory between-groups study with 25 children. One group used the personalised version of the app that included automatic image labels (Personal group). The second group used the non-personalised version (Non-Personal group); the words that could be added were determined from the word lists generated in the Personalised group. Research Question 1 addresses the technology perspective: Can we leverage the capabilities of mobile devices and off-the-shelf AI to auto-generate (personalised) multimedia language learning content for children? Specifically, we evaluate the characteristics and technical quality of the learning material generated from the children’s input and analyse the requirements of this target group. As the auto-generated content is of no use if children are not comfortable with learning from it, we then proceed to Research Question 2: How do children experience learning with auto-generated learning material and what specific challenges and needs have to be addressed? Here, we analyse patterns in the observed interaction and report findings from the interviews conducted with the children. Finally, we investigate the role of personalised input which the auto-generation makes possible in Research Question 3: What difference is there between the interaction with non-personal, i.e. randomly selected, objects and the additional auto-generation layer where children individually add objects from photos?

Our findings show that off-the-shelf algorithms can successfully be employed for auto-generating learning material from user input, such as personal photos. However, the more established algorithms for machine translation, image retrieval, and speech synthesis yielded better outcomes than the image labelling component. In addition, the quality of the learning material strongly depends on the given input. Notably, some children in our study tended to take blurry photos, which led to unsatisfactory recognition results. Similarly, several children made spelling mistakes when adding actions—although the generation system was robust with respect to some of the mistakes. The interviews with children and their parents suggest a good user experience overall and show particular appreciation for the integration of pictures and pronunciation support through speech synthesis. However, it also pointed to issues with the specificity and saliency of the image labels. Regarding the two variants, we observed no significant difference in engagement or usability between the Personalised and the Non-Personalised group, as manifested in the overall usage time and the number of objects and actions that were added. The relative share of study time was significantly higher for the Non-Personalised group.

Based on our results, we give recommendations for designing systems that auto-generate learning content for children with off-the-shelf algorithms. In particular, we address error handling, activity guidance, possible content sources, and integration with school.

In sum, we contribute a novel system for auto-generating multimedia language learning material based on children’s input. We study the practical application of this system from a technical and a user perspective and derive recommendations for the design of future systems that use off-the-shelf algorithms and affordances of mobile devices to achieve diverse, ubiquitous, and personalised education. We believe that our findings are also interesting for other domains where users need to interact with imperfect AI systems.

2 RELATED WORK

The growing number of mobile devices available within and outside of classrooms enables novel applications in education. In this section, we summarise the affordances of mobile technology in children’s education, the role of context in learning, and the design of appropriate learning material.

2.1 Mobile Devices as Learning Tools for Children

Mobile devices are promising learning tools because of their ubiquity and sensing capabilities. In particular, mobile devices are a preferred choice for problem-based and inquiry-based learning where students determine their own pace of learning—alone or in groups [9, 28]. For example, several projects have used the camera of mobile devices as a tool in learning, e.g. for documenting acted-out scenes in language learning [37]. The camera is also used in handheld augmented reality (AR) for education [9], where a camera view is augmented with additional virtual information on learning targets such as the current in electrical circuits [1], the life cycle of trees [41], or as an augmentation of contents in a book [11]. AR can benefit children’s engagement but may also lead to cognitive overload [9]. In a science context, accelerometers in smartphones as experimental tools for learning about pendulum motion can promote children’s interest in comparison to traditional experimental tools [16]. In our project, we utilise the device camera to generate learning material from a learner’s environment and augment the experience with machine translation, image retrieval, and speech synthesis.
We developed an Android app that enables children to independently learn a language with the objects in their environment. Specifically, children can add English nouns by taking photos of objects and augment the objects with corresponding actions to additionally practice verbs. The app comprises multiple layers of auto-generation: (1) noun extraction through image labels, (2) multimedia content creation through machine translation of nouns, image retrieval, and speech synthesis, and (3) machine translation of verbs.

3.1 Adding Objects and Activities
Tapping the "New" button on the main screen (cf. Figure 2a) opens a camera view. Once a child has taken a photo, we retrieve image labels for the image and, if successful, add the recognised object and its German translation to the child’s object list. By making children take photos of their surroundings, we aim to spark situational interest [15] and support learning words in context [10]. The app also provides a list of all added objects and a detail view. In the detail view, children can trigger speech output of the word to learn its pronunciation [2] and see an automatically added image for better visualisation [4]. Through the combination of text, audio, and images, we aim to foster multimedia learning [18, 21]. In addition, the objects are used as anchors for verbs: the trigger question “What can you do with the object?” incentivises children to add actions via an input field (cf. Figure 2c). This is inspired by language learning games that also ask for actions connected to nouns [38, p. 42]. Actions are entered in German and automatically translated to English.

3.2 Testing Knowledge
The app also includes a quiz feature where children can study all the objects and actions they add (cf. Figure 2d). For each quiz round, five items are randomly selected from the child’s object and action lists. They are each presented as one of three different types of questions: (1) translation tasks from English to German and vice versa, (2) listening to the English sound and transcribing it, and (3) a multiple-choice question where all actions associated with a noun need to be selected.

3.3 Implementation Details
The app was implemented for Android 5 and newer. We use the Google Vision API\(^1\) to retrieve labels associated with the image. The top result is then translated to German with the PONS API\(^2\) and the Google Translate API\(^3\) as a fallback option. We use photos rather than the live camera preview to avoid bandwidth issues while retrieving image labels. For the detail view of an object (cf. Figure 2b), we request an image from the Pexels API\(^4\), using the object as the search key. Retrieving an image via Pexels rather than showing the photo taken by a user makes the content generation more robust to detection errors, as the tags in Pexels are manually assigned and, therefore, the image is very likely to actually match the tags. Moreover, using a service with strict content guidelines means that we can preserve the child’s privacy and avoid showing explicit or otherwise non-suitable content that may be present in their personal photos. For the speech synthesis, we used Android’s text-to-speech feature. The speed was set to 50% of the regular speed to make it easier to understand for novice learners. Finally, when children add actions, the input is cleaned and translated to English using Google Translate. As the same English action can sometimes

---

\(^1\)https://cloud.google.com/vision, last accessed 2022-03-16
\(^2\)https://en.pons.com/p/online-dictionary/developers/api, last accessed 2022-03-16. We chose PONS because their dictionaries are also used in schools.
\(^3\)https://translate.google.com, last accessed 2022-03-16
\(^4\)https://www.pexels.com/api/, last accessed 2022-03-16
have various meanings in German, each translation pair is stored with a reference to the associated object it.

4 USER STUDY

We conducted a one-week between-groups study with 25 children to address the research questions stated in the introduction: technological feasibility (RQ1), the user experience from a children’s perspective (RQ2), and the effect of exploring one’s environment to add vocabulary items (RQ3). For answering RQ3, we implemented a second version of Learning by Exploring and used this as a control for the factor personal context as a source for learning material. The second version only differed in how new objects could be added: Instead of taking pictures, users with the non-personalised app could add a randomly selected word from a list containing all the objects the participants in the Personalised group had taken. We added a short wait time of 3 seconds after tapping the “New” button to make the process of adding objects comparably long in both groups.

4.1 Procedure

The study was organised in two phases: first, the Personalised group completed all steps, and then the Non-Personalised group. Thus, we could re-use the photos from the Personalised group for the participants in the Non-Personalised group. Besides the timing, the procedure was identical for both groups. After signing the data protection and consent form, the participants’ parents received an e-mail with further information, customised for each group. The e-mail contained the link to download the respective version of the app and detailed instructions on how to use it. For the participants in the Personalised group, we additionally asked for permission to analyse the photos the children had taken. The children were then asked to use the app at their own pace for one week (outside of school). They could add objects and actions and take quizzes that included the items they already had on their list. During this time, we logged the interaction with the app. Specifically, we recorded start and stop events, the addition of new objects and actions, and all training questions the children answered. Parents were encouraged to ask for help at any time should any questions or problems with the app arise. After the active study period, we conducted online interviews with the children. We administered the UX Kids questionnaire [39], which includes 16 pairs of opposing items, e.g. “good for learning” and “bad for learning”, where tendencies are expressed on a 5-point Likert scale. The questionnaire was initially evaluated in the learning domain, making it a good match for our purpose. We also asked children what they (dis)liked about the respective app, if they would like to continue using it, and how learning with it compared to learning at school. The parents additionally indicated if there were problems with the app and how they perceived their child’s motivation and self-directed app use. Finally, we gave the children a translation task including 10 objects and 10 actions they had added (less than 10 when not enough objects or actions were available). Participation was compensated with a 10€ voucher for a bookstore. We obtained approval from our local ethics committee.

4.2 Participants

We recruited 25 participants (21 girls and 4 boys) via a sports club and advertising in schools. Their mean age was 9.92 years ($SD = 1.15$, $min = 8$, $max = 12$ years). Seven were in 3rd grade, five in 4th, six in 5th, and seven in 6th grade. The children were randomly distributed into the two groups while taking care to balance age. Finally, there were 12 children in the Personalised group and 13 in
the Non-Personalised group. All children were currently learning English at school and were non-native speakers. Several used their parents’ mobile devices to participate in the study. One child was provided with a device because the family did not have a suitable one available.

5 RESULTS

In this section, we report the study results grouped by the three research questions. We include both quantitative and qualitative data gathered from the interaction logs and the post-study interviews. For the short open-ended interview questions, we clustered participant responses, counted occurrences of similar statements, and derived general themes by summarising the clusters (e.g. independence of use and pronunciation support). For the reporting, we use consecutive participant numbers with the prefix “P” for the Personalised group and “N” for the Non-Personalised group. For the quantitative analyses that compare the two groups, we apply Welch’s t-tests at a significance level of \( \alpha = 0.5 \). In case of non-normality, we use Wilcoxon rank-sum tests instead. The technical assessment was done manually. We checked all available images, detection results, machine translation results, an exemplary set of retrieved images, and speech synthesis. We rated the matches either as a good match, a partial matches, or as a mismatch. To minimise subjectivity, we defined a rating scheme for each category.

5.1 RQ1: Evaluation of the Generated Learning Material

Based on the photos taken by the participants we were granted permission to analyse, we evaluated the content-generation process from a user and a technology perspective. We separately assessed all levels of the auto-generation process: (1) retrieving nouns from automatic image labels for the users’ photos, (2) generating multimedia learning material from these nouns with image retrieval, text to speech, and machine translation, (3) associating verbs via machine translation of user input.

For Level 1, we assessed the labelling quality and popular motifs and characteristics of the images. In 62.4%, the image actually contained an object described by the retrieved label or could be associated with this label. However, of these, only 58.9% were salient aspects of the image, 11.0% of the top-ranked labels were monochrome colours (“brown”, “grey”), and another 8.7% were labelled as “wood” (many of them contained wooden flooring or furniture). Our manually assigned tags revealed that 10.7% of the photos showed a person or body parts (e.g., a foot, a face), 25.4% showed decoration, art, or plants, 13.5% household items, 14% toys, and 3.5% pets. A small number of photos contained outdoor scenes or room interiors, and some photos were blank or too blurry to assign any category. In fact, 9.7% of all analysed images were somewhat or very blurry. The detected labels were often generic, e.g. a rabbit described as “vertebrate” and an apple or orange described as “food”.

For Level 2, we assessed translation, image retrieval, and speech synthesis. The translation was generally correct, with only a small number of exceptions where the translation was too specific (e.g. “glasses” translated as “sunglasses” and “pen” as “fountain pen”) or where less common terms were given as the preferred translation (e.g. “whiskers” in the sense of facial hair instead of the rabbit’s whiskers that had been detected in the respective image). We then verified how well the images retrieved from Pexels matched the 194 search terms, i.e. the single words or composite words detected in photos. This was a momentary assessment, as the search queries do not always return the same results, but it is likely that the overall quality does not change substantially. The image well represented the English words in 177 cases (91.2%). 15 (5.2%) could be connected to the word but were not a prominent element, and 7 (3.6%) images did not match the word. The match for the words translated to German was slightly worse, as some ambiguities became apparent. 155 images (79.9%) were good matches, 22 (11.3%) were mediocre matches, and 17 images did not represent the words (8.8%). There was no instance of the most critical combination, where a German word is a match, but the English word does not fit. In this case, users have no means of recognising an error. Figure 3 shows exemplary retrieval results with varying success: the term “office supplies” is perfectly matched. The light bulbs for “electricity” work as a metaphor for the intangible phenomenon. (c) includes a “communication device”, but this is not the focus of the scene, and “watch” is not matched because the label refers to the activity and not the noun. Finally, we reproduced the speech synthesis of all object terms. The pronunciation was correct in all cases, although this may differ for other devices that do not use the Google Text-to-Speech engine.

For Level 3, we first checked the validity of the children’s input for actions (sense and spelling) and then verified if the translation was correct and matched the noun. 6.0% of the added actions were not a verb in the infinitive form, and another 3.5% were misspelt, e.g. “berüren” instead of “verreisen” and “gletten” instead of “glätten”. The translation was correct and matched the object in 83.4% of cases. Errors were caused by invalid input or by ambiguous translations of German activities, e.g. “anziehen” translated as “attract” instead of “put on” as it should have been in the context of clothing. In 3.7% of cases, the translation was correct despite invalid input, as the translation engine proved robust to typos such as “betrünen” instead of “berühren” and returned the intended result. However, the first-language error was retained because our system did not correct the initial spelling.

5.2 RQ2: User Experience of Children as Users

In the final interview, we asked children how they perceived the user experience with the auto-generated multimedia learning material and how they compared it to learning at school. The results of the UX Kids Questionnaire are shown in Figure 4a. The average UX rating in the Personalised group was 13.8 (SD = 7.6) and 16.2 (SD = 9.9) in the Non-Personalised group (lower is better), i.e. in the top 25% of possible scores. The difference was not significant. Eight children in the Personalised group (66.7%) and eight (61.5%) in the Non-Personalised group stated that they would like to continue using the app. The parents of P4 and P9 said that it was difficult to get started with the app, while the parent of P10 described the app as “very intuitive” besides some challenges while taking targeted photos. Suggested additional features were audio output for the action words (P2, P5), adding words from a list (N2, parent of N7), more varied activities (N3), a feature for correcting pronunciation (N12), and the possibility to delete items (P6, N6). In addition, several children and parents mentioned that they would have liked the app...
(a) Office supplies - by Tim Gouw
(b) Electricity - by Rodolfo Clix
(c) Communication device - by Mikhail Nilov
(d) Watch - by Ketut Subiyanto

Figure 3: Example images retrieved via Pexels queries

Figure 4: User experience and perceived image label quality

(a) UX Kids Score [39]. Possible scores range from 0 (best) to 64 (worst)
(b) Perceived quality of the image labels

to be more colourful (parent of P12, N4, N10) and game-like (parent of P3, P4). When comparing learning with the app to learning in school, the children found the main benefits of the school to include the teacher’s support (3×P, 7×N) and social aspects (3×P, 2×N), such as meeting friends. On the other hand, the app allowed for self-paced use (4×P, 2×N), and the pictures (3×P, 2×N) and speech synthesis (P5, P9, N12) were helpful. However, P7 reported that the synthesis was sometimes unclear or started in the middle of the word, and N10 described the sound as “sometimes a bit weird”.

In the Personalised group, we additionally asked for a rating of the image labelling (cf. Figure 4b. Here, the average value was slightly better than neutral at \( M = 3.1 \) (\( SD = 0.9 \); 1 = bad quality and 5 = good quality). When asked about issues with the app in the interviews, 3 of the 12 children and 10 of the 12 parents mentioned the quality of the image labelling. For example, the background
5.3 RQ3: Engagement with Personal or Non-Personal Content

From the interaction logs, we counted the number of objects and actions each child added and computed usage statistics. As some children continued to use the app after the end of the study, we capped all interaction logs eight days after the first registered interaction. As shown in Table 1, the engagement was higher for the Non-Personalised group than in the Personal group for all measures of activity that we assessed. However, there is substantial individual variance, and the only significant difference is observed in the share of the total time dedicated to answering questions on the previously added items. Three children in the Personalised group and one in the Non-Personalised group did not answer any test questions. The number of added objects ranged from 8 to 86 in the Personalised group and 4 to 105 in the Non-Personalised group. Although not a primary focus of the current study, Table 1 also summarises the correctness rate achieved in the test questions in the app and in the final interviews.

6 DISCUSSION

Learning by Exploring showcases the generating authentic context-based material for language learning with off-the-shelf algorithms such as computer vision. The technical assessment and user evaluation show that this is a promising approach. However, they also highlight challenges that need to be addressed to further advance the field of auto-generation for learning. In this section, we discuss the current state from an algorithmic perspective and with a focus on optimising the learning experience.

6.1 Off-the-Shelf Algorithms for Generating Learning Material for Children

By capturing elements of our physical surroundings, image labelling algorithms are a source of imageable items, i.e. items that easily produce a mental image. Words with high imageability are typically early elements in a child’s language acquisition [22]. But while current algorithms achieve very high precision in benchmark tests [17], this does not mean that they are fully ready to deploy in real-life learning applications. For instance, a label such as “food” on an image of an apple is certainly correct but transports very little information for a language learning use case. Language learning demands specific and versatile results, and to date, this demand can only partially be satisfied with pre-trained models and APIs. Custom models may be trained to provide more suitable labels, but this is impractical because the training requires large data sets and substantial computational power. From the children’s perspective, the results were often not as good as they would have wanted them to be. They certainly took some blurry pictures or did not centre the target objects, but even good pictures did not always produce the desired result. In a future iteration, we will directly apply object detection in the image and only use image labels as a secondary source. Exemplary tests suggest that this may already lead to more precise results. Overall, image labelling or object detection can be an interesting source of learning material for children, but they should not be the only ones. Instead, a hybrid approach could additionally include a simple search box or word lists from school—as suggested by some children and their parents. Alternatively, permanently placed objects in confined spaces like a classroom could be pre-labelled as in [7] or labelled with an interactive approach as proposed in [17]. This means that detection can be run on the device, and results can be shown in the live camera preview without bandwidth issues. However, pre-labelling would re-introduce an effort on the teacher’s side and lessen the overall versatility.

The multimedia learning material created based on the object trigger proved very accurate overall: For the objects, the translation services we used (PONS and Google Translate) only performed non-optimally in a small number of cases where multiple translations were possible, or the first retrieved translation was too specific. The image retrieval provided an exact match for more than 90% of the search queries for the English words, thanks to the accurate labels the image creators generally provide. After the translation to German, approximately 80% were still good matches, mostly due to the ambiguous translation options. Most importantly, in our test set, there was no instance of a combination where the German word matched the image, but the English word did not. Hence, there was always a means for the children to gauge the probability that the translation was correct. However, one problem was that for the added actions, the children did not have a second channel for verifying the translation. And indeed, the verb translation did not always match the context of the associated object. Future implementations should provide a second channel, e.g. through example sentences. Finally, the speech synthesis in the app correctly pronounced all objects. The truncated beginnings reported by one child were most likely caused by a heavy load on the UI thread, which could be avoided by moving the audio initialisation to a background thread.

Overall, we believe that if they are well-combined, off-the-shelf algorithms can be applied in real-world applications. Thanks to internet access, the device camera, and system-integrated speech synthesis, this can even be achieved on mobile devices. Combining multiple representations not only produces multimedia learning material [21] but also helps identify potential errors in one of the representations. This is essential because people sometimes overly trust AI systems [33] and remember incorrect information even when it has been corrected.

6.2 Children’s Engagement with Auto-Generated Learning Material

Most parents reported that their child was generally motivated to use our app, and their engagement manifested in a variety of added objects and actions. The children who used the version with object detection took photos of their homes, family members, numerous toys, and pets—motifs that appeared interesting in the current situation. They spent less time practising than in the Non-Personalised group, which suggests that they were more curious to add new objects than to rote learn. Past research has shown that interest-driven learning is generally beneficial for attention and achievements [15].

Image retrieval from Pexels is not an “AI” algorithm because people create the labels. However, it can still contribute to an intelligent system.
but we could not find a benefit of personal interest on overall engagement in our study. In fact, the average engagement correctness measures were slightly higher for the Non-Personalised group. This also suggests a stronger learning focus than in the Personalised group.

In both groups, the added actions showed that the children actively engaged with the learning content. They particularly liked being able to study at their own pace, for example, when they wanted to repeatedly listen to the pronunciation of a word. The UX Kids Questionnaire achieved good ratings in both groups, although the final interviews showed that the design of the app should be further adapted to children by adding more colours and playful elements. The children also felt that teachers are still better at explaining than a mobile app, and they enjoy the social part of being in school. Therefore, a mobile app is more suitable as a study companion than a standalone learning tool. Despite the possibility to use the app anywhere, almost all pictures were taken indoors. It remains to be seen if this was a seasonal effect or if a learning app is still associated with studying at home. However, even at home, the variety of perspectives in the photos showed that the flexible use of the device made a difference. Another advantage was that children did not need to sit at their desks.

### 6.3 Limitations

The current evaluation addresses the user experience and technical performance of the full and non-personal versions of our mobile learning app with different degrees of auto-generation. However, future investigation is required to assess the impact of adding auto-generated and personalised content compared to other means of self-studying as a baseline, e.g. flashcard systems [19]. The current study also did not measure learning outcomes, as the short duration of the study was not sufficient to reliably track recall over time and because the words to be learned were not known in the beginning and could not be pre-tested. A longer study would further help to rule out novelty effects. Another important point to note is the influence of the participants’ parents. On the one hand, the app was sometimes installed on a parent’s phone, which limited the child’s access. On the other hand, a parent’s encouragement to engage with the app may have increased the overall usage time. However, the parent-child interaction can contribute to academic achievements [36] and should not be cast aside. Instead, future designs could include parents as additional stakeholders.

### 7 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

The lessons learned during the implementation and findings obtained from the exploratory user evaluation can serve as a guide for future mobile learning experiences using off-the-shelf AI. Below, we discuss our main recommendations, focusing on the user experience design.

**Handling erroneous Input with Pre-Processing and Interactive Approaches.** Especially when working with children, non-optimal input must be expected. For example, spell checking makes sense for textual input. In case of doubt, an option to choose from several suggested alternatives could be added to the user interface. For photo input, past work suggested a training phase so learners can use what images are suitable [30]. Alternatively, users could be provided with scaffolds: an overlay in the camera preview could indicate what object is currently in focus, and a hint could be displayed when an image was blurry and should be retaken. Moreover, once a photo has been analysed, all detected objects and bounding boxes could be shown so that children can interactively select what they are most interested in. Generally speaking, error handling and scaffolding can and should be applied when creating input and preprocessing it. However, not all input errors are equally problematic. For example, the final multimedia learning material generated with our app was still correct even when target objects could not be detected. The material only had limited personal relevance because the original photo was not included. Depending on a system’s goals, such “errors” may, therefore, be safely ignored or addressed with lower priority. In potentially critical cases, learners should be provided with a means to verify the validity of automatically generated content, e.g. through redundant representations (cf. Section 6.1), and an option to flag content.

**Activity Guidance.** Metacognitive skills are still in development for children around the age of 10, and this affects their chosen learning strategies [24]. In our study, the lack of regulation showed in the time spent revising the existing learning material in the Personalised group, which was below 20% of the total time. However, repeated practice is important for long-term recall [19]. Hence, children should also be encouraged to practise previously learned items without making them feel too strongly controlled or pressured, as this could, in turn, impact conceptual understanding [12]. One way to guide activities and add incentives to complete tasks is to gamify the experience. However, this primarily increases extrinsic, not intrinsic, motivation [23].

### Table 1: Group averages and standard deviation of interaction measures and correctness rate in recall tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Personalised</th>
<th>Non-Personalised</th>
<th>Welch’s t’/Wilcoxon rank-sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of added objects</td>
<td>37.0 (22.9)</td>
<td>43.1 (32.8)</td>
<td>(t’(23.1) = 0.55, p = 0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of added actions</td>
<td>11.8 (12.6)</td>
<td>19.9 (12.5)</td>
<td>(t’(18.6) = 1.43, p = 0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total questions answered</td>
<td>62.9 (72.1)</td>
<td>121.0 (156.0)</td>
<td>(W = 57.5, p = 0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total usage time</td>
<td>3958s (2670s)</td>
<td>5708s (4202s)</td>
<td>(W = 58, p = 0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time share spent on quizzes</td>
<td>18.1% (18.6%)</td>
<td>37.8% (25.8%)</td>
<td>(W = 40.5, p &lt; 0.05^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness rate in questions</td>
<td>38.6% (29.1%)</td>
<td>51.1% (22.0%)</td>
<td>(t’(17.9) = 1.66, p = 0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness rate in final test: objects</td>
<td>57.5% (29.9%)</td>
<td>65.1% (22.3%)</td>
<td>(t’(20.3) = 0.71, p = 0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness rate in final test: actions</td>
<td>44.3% (47.2%)</td>
<td>53.1% (33.2%)</td>
<td>(W = 58, p = 0.92)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With their mobile devices, children have access to a powerful learning tool. Through the combination of integrated tools (such as the device camera) and off-the-shelf AI, learning experiences can tap a potentially infinite resource of learning materials. Our work has given an example of how device capabilities and external tools can be combined to provide rich multimedia language learning material for children. The implementation work and an exploratory evaluation showed that the combination of machine translation, image retrieval, and speech synthesis produced high-quality results. Object detection did not live up to the children’s expectations and showed no benefit to their engagement. However, the integration of object detection did not impact the learning material’s correctness because it merely used a search trigger. For future systems, we recommend methods for compensating input and output errors, scaffolds, balanced activity guidance, and the interplay with school curricula. Moreover, we discuss potential content sources provided through off-the-shelf algorithms.

Possible Content Sources. Our apps utilised object detection, image retrieval, speech synthesis, and machine translation for nouns and verbs. Thus, it only explores a subset of what could potentially serve as a content source. On the one hand, future systems could integrate existing texts, videos, or social media content to enrich diversity while preserving authenticity. For example, the video-based dictionary proposed in [40] could be adapted for children by focusing on educational videos. On the other hand, research has only started to tap the potential of generative systems such as GPT-3. For instance, a few keywords could serve as cues for generating a compelling and personalised short story. Moreover, automatic pronunciation assessment [26] could be integrated to check the children’s utterances against the text-to-speech audio for pronunciation practice. Materials could be shared with other learners (just as the children in the Non-Personalised group were provided with the Personalised group’s objects) [5]. However, this requires a means to assure quality [6]. With children as users, it is also particularly important to preserve privacy and to filter out explicit content.

Integration with School. To better align learning material with school curricula, teachers could provide vocabulary lists that a system automatically augments with multimedia content. Similarly to [37], they could also provide inspiration for objects or scenes that children capture in their photos. This would enable children to study learning items in their curriculum from a new perspective. In addition, prior work has shown that collaborative learning with peers can be beneficial for vocabulary retention [32]. For example, children could collaboratively assemble auto-generated media items associated with a target word. Finally, school could serve as a channel for questions and support when children encounter something they are unsure about while using a mobile learning app, e.g. to clarify potential issues with or errors in auto-generated learning content.
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